SOUTH PACIFIC

Jeppesen NavData CHANGE NOTICES highlight only significant changes affecting Jeppesen navigation data that may be currently stored in your aircraft navigation system database.

IMPORTANT: CHECK FOR NOTAMS AND OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION PRIOR TO FLIGHT.

FOR NavData BASE
13 Aug 20 THRU 09 Sep 20 CYCLE 2009

TERMINAL

AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

YWLM, Williamtown Military
Williamtown, Apch proc ILS X or LOC X Rwy 12 should be read ILS Y or LOC Y RWY 12 also military Apch proc ILS Y or LOC Y Rwy 12 should be read ILS X or LOC X Rwy 12. Waypoint FF12X should be named FF12Y.

INDONESIA

WAAA, Sultan Hasanuddin
Makassar, STARs EMON1C, ENDO1C, GAMA1C, GURN1C, KANI1C, KEND1C, KEVO1C, LIPO1C, MILA1C, NABA1C, NET01C, OVIN1C, RINT1C, ZELD1C waypoint OLVAS read as BADOK
WAFF, Mutiara
Palu, STARs ARIN1B, RUDA1E, SIPA1C, TATO1B, WAND1B waypoint OMDEG read as DONGA
WAPP, Pattimura
Ambon, Apch procedure RNAV (RNP) Rwy 04 not available.

NEW ZEALAND

NZSL, Springhill
Springhill, Apch proc RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 16 temporary not available due to AD CLSD.